






*Timings were taken on BlackBerry 7230 at 128-bit security level. 
Timings at a 256-bit security level would show even greater 
differences between ECC, RSA and DH. **Time was too long to 
measure[22] 
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Fig. 3: Elliptic Curve Processor (ECP) architecture 
 

      









 















Trusted third party: Certificate Authority (CA): For 
a added level of transaction security, a Certificate 
Authority (CA) can be used. A CA is a third part that is 
trusted to perform the service of validating information 
about each user and creating signed certificates to that 
effect. A certificate is a packet of information which 
includes the users (e.g. Bank’s) public key, email 
address, name, address and other useful information, 
such as expiration date of the certificate and user 
privileges. A CA creates, distributes, revokes and 
generally manages these certificates. For, example, Jane 
wants to obtain the Bank’s public key, she retrieves its 
certificate from the public key server directory and 
verifies the CA’s signature on the certificate itself. 
Provided this signature verifies correctly, she has the 
CA’s assurance that the Bank’s identity, its public key 
and all other information in the certificate is correct. 
Jane can now go ahead and use Bank’s public key to 
encrypt confidential information transaction to send to 
the Bank or to verify the Bank’s signature, protected by 
the assurance of the certificate. 
 

THE ELLIPTIC CURVE DIFFIE-HELLMAN 
(ECDH) KEY AGREEMENT SCHEME 

 
In Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key 

exchange, the two communicating parties, sever S and 
client C, agree beforehand to use the same curve 
parameters and base point P, which generates all the 
points on the elliptic curve E or the order of curve #E. 
Each party generates their private keys kS (server) and 
kC (client), respectively and the corresponding public 
keys:  QS = kSP  and  QC = kCP. 

Both the client and server then exchange their 
public keys and each multiplies its private key with the 
other party’s public key to derive a common shared 
secret   key:  QSC  = kSQC =  kS(kCP)  =  kSCP,  where, 
(kSC ≡ kCS) = kMsec is the shared master private key. The 
shared master private key, kMsec, may now be used to 
encrypt or decrypt a shared message over the insecure 
network. An attacker cannot determine the shared 
private key kMsec from the curve parameters, P or the 
public keys of the parties. 

If, however, the attacker can recover kMsec from this 
data then he is said to solve Diffie-Hellman Problem 
(DHP). However, it turns out that if the numbers are all 
sufficiently  large ,  it is very hard to calculate the 
discrete logarithm  in a reasonable time, i.e., finding. 
kMSec = logP QSC. The security of the Diffie-Hellman 
algorithm depends on this fact. It is believed for most 
groups in use in cryptography that DHP and the DLP 
are equivalent[43,44], in complexity-theoretic sense (there 
is a polynomial time reduction of one problem to the 
other and vice versa. Maurer et al.[45] has shown that 
breaking the Diffie-Hellman protocol was equivalent to 
computing discrete logarithms under certain 
assumptions. 
 
Key establishment phase for wireless transaction:  
The    client    initiates    a    connection   by   relaying  a 

   









− −= =  and the original plaintext 
message is M = M1+M2 is recovered. It should be noted 
that for the message communication between the parties 
to take place each must exchange their public key for 
the purpose of key agreement computation. Secondly, 
in obtaining the original message, two inversion 
multiplications are performed. Note that in setting up 
the parties public keys, we can also compute hkAP and 
hkBP, which can resist the attack on small subgroup. 
Where, h is a co-factor defined in P1363[19]. 
 
Hardware design and implementation for ECC: The 
current state of global communication coupled with 
global economy requiring the global prime movers to 
be in contact at all times with the business point is 
driving the world of wireless communication powered 
by embedded constrained environment devices 
technology  to  a  new high. But the world of embedded 
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